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Telia Purchases French and Italian assets of KPNQwest

Telia International Carrier (Telia IC) has strengthened its position in France and Italy by
expanding its fully owned Viking Network through the purchase of assets of a French
subsidiary of KPNQwest.

Through the deal with KPNQwest's liquidator, Telia IC gets access to a duct-based high capacity
network between Paris-Lille and Paris-Kehl (Germany) including a metro ring in Paris. Installed IP,
SDH and DWDM equipment is an important part of the agreement.

- This investment represents a few percent of our annual investment budget and will give us a
significant presence in one of Europe's most telecom intensive regions, says Erik Heilborn,
President Telia IC.

The deal will also include the routes Paris-Lyon-Marseille-Turin-Milano, Lyon-Geneva and Lille-
Calais, if current third party maintenance suppliers provide conditions at market rate.
The purchase significantly extends Telia ICs existing network in the region.

- - -

About Telia International Carrier:
Telia's wholly owned subsidiary, Telia International Carrier, provides IP, Capacity, Voice,
Infrastructure services and carrier neutral collocation solutions. Today, the company is one of the
leading European carriers of transatlantic IP traffic to the USA. It's wholly owned multi-fibre optic
network - the Viking Network - provides high capacity bandwidth and offers end-to-end
connectivity round the world. The network is an investment-intensive venture expanding Telia
International Carrier throughout Scandinavia, Europe and the USA. The infrastructure in Europe is
designed as a multi-duct network connecting all significant cities with communication, supporting
IP, Voice and Data. The network covers approximately 40,000 route kilometres throughout Europe
and the USA, connecting 50 major cities through 120 points of presence.
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